GVR Technology Readiness (Sept 2016)

- Latent-error Recovery, Efficient Versioning w/ NVM (8/2012-2/2013)
- Analytical Model, Optimal Versioning (TRL 1-2)
- Experiments w/ mini-Apps (3/2013-12/2013)
- Working GVR Prototypes (TRL 2-5)
- 1-32K Rank ddcMD, ddcMD, Chombo, PCG/Trilinos (TRL 5-6)
- 10/2014 GVR Open Source Release!
- 10/2013 GVR Partner Release
- Installed@NERSC (6/2015), w/ Burst Buffer Early User (8/2015)
- Scalable, 10-100K App runs – NERSC, ALCF Mira